
AN OVERVIEW OF THE THEORY OF EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT AND

THE EPIGENESIS

adults that unfold during development, epigenesis held that the embryo Instead of offering a mere static description of
how anatomical parts.

Yes, genetics provides information about the range of possibilities. Rather, the inherited nuclear material was
the same in every cell, but it acted differently according to an internal program. Each determinant consisted of
a number of material particles called biophores, inherited from both parents. And this is epigenetic. He had
rejected Weismann's interpretations, and continued to reject the idea of inherited determinants. If all the cells
contain the same chromosomes, then how can their inheritance explain anything, he asked. This debate played
out, for example, in the work of Caspar Friedrich Wolff and Charles Bonnet, both looking at chick
development. This soul guides the gradual epigenetic process of development. After repeated attempts in
which I more than once imagined myself successful, but all of which broke down when further tested by facts.
Weismann's theory postulated the existence of several levels of hypothetical units. Yet typically discussions of
epigenesis and preformation have focused on individual organisms and their development rather than on
species. Darwin pointed to embryology as fundamental for interpreting historical relationships. But by the
time his Das Keimplasm appeared in translated into English in , Weismann had changed his mind.
Preformation, stability, and predictability stood on one side, with epigenesis, dynamic process, and change on
the other. Both suggested that development is a good deal more flexible, plastic, and interactive than
preformationist interpretations allow. The Haeckelian approach reflected the context in which those studying
cells and embryos worked at the end of the 19th century. Furthermore some authors saw epigenesis or
preformation as entirely internally directed, while others in each case allowed responses to the environment. I
thought the formations would probably die. Therefore, yes, genetics brings a sort of new preformation or more
accurately predeterminism. During each cell division, the original whole chromosomal material is divided up,
so that the effect is like a mosaic. Cells behave like small organisms, and it is the interactions of these separate
organisms that makes the whole. The form that the individual adult organism would assume was, physically
and materially, preformed from the earliest stages of development. It seems that those were right who called
for a middle ground, with some predetermination that interacts with some form of epigenetic development. A
white eyed male Drosophila fly famously caught his attention, and led him to the conclusion that some
inherited factors must, indeed, cause expression in the emerging organism [Morgan b]. Normally, each cell
does become one kind of cell rather than all kinds. And cell differentiations that make up complex organisms
are predetermined. Waddington referred to as the epigenetics of development [Waddington ]. Weismann had
begun from an epigenetic viewpoint and initially rejected the idea that individual form emerges through the
unfolding, or evolution, of pre-existent form in the inherited germ. Traditional Catholicism agreed. Within
these cells lies all the determinants necessary to direct development. Of course, there have been calls for
alternatives or interactionist models where heredity and development, epigenesist and preformation, work
together, but these have often been offered as alternatives than as central interpretations.


